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                  I have r ined this body.

I have taken a perfectly good male specimen and debased it. I 
have neutered it and rendered it impotent and powerless. I 
have desecrated its genitalia and divorced them om their 
male role. The body is sterilized; it is incapable of 
heterosex al reproduction and the capitalist logic of the 
nuclear family, and can only have sex for the sin of pleasure.

I have made it imperfect, unhealthy; wrong. It is not a failure 
of maleness, and there are many of those – the nerds, the 
incels and the “alpha males” to-be, idolizing masculinit  but 
seen as incapable of successf lly filling the male role and 
undesirable in their failure at it. Transsex alism is instead an 
active and willed rejection of the logic of cisgenderism – a 
rejection of what one is bor  to be and what one must 
nat rally aspire to. My t ansition was especially bothersome 
for my parents, seeing me as succeeding in these fields and 
then choosing to reject them – that I was able to be male and 
then chose not to be. And the t anssex al body will also never 
be the opposite sex. It will never be fer ile, I will never 
reproduce. I am destined, and in fact aiming, for a failure 
state – unable to ret r  to maleness, and never f lly capable 
of embodying a binar  femaleness.

 I keep a right-to-repair for my body, and more impor antly 
cling to a right-to-r in. Because god knows that to be 
“repaired” in the sentiments of societ  entails not just the 
impossibilit  of det ansition, but preferably the invisibilit  
of death.
Trans suicide rates are repeated, repeated, repeated – not 
just for stig atization, but to remind us that once one has 
willingly abandoned the path of the cissex al, t e ret r  is 
impossible, and the preferable way out is death.
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When I cut my own hair, hacking at it sloppily with 
shears and clippers, it lacks the precision and skill 
of a t ained st list, but not the intention. There is a 
vision – taken not om st le magazines or om 
popular fashions, but om my own vision to 
reshape my image and to self-maintain this body of 
mine, this vessel in which I sail rougher seas. It 
looks rougher, coarser; and I can happily say that I 
r ined it myself. My body is the site of ex ression – 
messy, imprecise, and osten lacking in skill and 
mechanical precision – but an ex ression of desire 
not to consume, and not to par ake, in the politics 
of desirabilit  om cissex al societ ; to lean into 
their aspersions and deg adations of the cross-
gendered and mutilated for s.

This body will be bur ed, this 
body will be scar ed, this body 
will be mine. This body will be 
forcibly molded into the image 
that I choose for it; and it will 
g ow with me. My body is proof 
that the logics of cissexism are 
not incont over ible – it follows 
my will and g ows and shists in 
the ways that I want it to, in spite 
of insistence on the impossibilit  
of escaping a maleness forcibly 
assig ed at bir h and reiterated   



 I take garbage and I rebuild it, and I take the intact and I 
dest oy it. I take the unwanted and I display it with pride, on 
my body or in my space. I fish a jacket out of dumpsters or 
the thrist bins, and cut the sleeves off and then pin them back 
on for the winter; to disassemble the for  and make it 
modular rather than intact. I bleach my jeans and my tops, 
and stitch them into a patchwork monst osit ; asy met ical, 
off-balanced, with the bleach-eaten fabric lending itself to 
rips and tears.

My messy hand-stitching lacks the neat ess and the 
invisibilit  of the machines of the factor ; but it’s mine, it 
shows the shakiness of my hands and the uncer aint  of my 
approach. It molds to my body as an ex ension and reflection 
of my ethos. What I want to wear looks worse, and it is mine. 
Or it comes om my communit  – it comes om other t ans 
ar ists who are taking things apar  and stitching them back 
together, who are creating something new and t ansg essive, 
and who are disassembling and deconst cting male clothes 
and female clothes and the ideas behind them, and stitching 
them together and making something new and in their own 
ideals. 

Emails from a former father.


